
Landscape, language, man – a culturological study

Abstract 

The first part of this study views some of the contributions involving landscape 

theme.  One of them analysis water element in landscape as the symbol of the human 

imagination and unconsciousness. Symbols, meanings and their creating are the most 

important human ability; this is the typicall quality for the human kind. 

In opposition to culture and its network of meanings exist nature and wildness 

that represent primary world without artificial interferences. At the present time this 

primary world can be nearly experienced in forest, where no loud meanings and 

hypertrofic symbols disturb us. Thus forests have an important function for reanimating 

and purification of human culture. An interesting mention of forest aesthetics from 

foerster H. von Salisch shows how creative and beatiful can the forest managering or 

landscape managering be.

Next part references to space and to relationship between a subject (man) and its 

space. In generally meaning we can use the term environment. Each man needs to 

identificate with his living environment and he also needs to understand its meaning. 

According to Martin Heidegger’s phenomenological philosophy we use term habitation. 

Habitation means existence in human way – each man lives between sky and ground. 

Ancient concept of Genius loci and Stabilitas loci is also mentioned; these concepts refer 

to character of each place. Heidegger’s another premise says that poetry can close us to 

the world of our daily experiences. Thanks to our language, especially artistic language,  

we can exist and live better in our world. This artistic language (poetry) is full of  

emotional images, which make our thinking more integrate; contemporary human 

thinking is focused more on racio, than on human imagination. 

There are lot of examples that show subjective perception of landscape and its 

reflextion in litarature in this study. Another part of this work describes czech landscape 

and its unique Genius loci or points out a wise country management in a house, 

cooperating with entire environment.

The last part of the study is dedicated to baroque landscape gardening and its 

relations to landscape architecture. Baroque art had in czech landscape a huge impact. In 

my opinion czech Genius loci was similar to a baroque style. Each characteristic of 

baroque gardens is analysed in relation to baroque man and his soul. In these period 



gardens were miniature models of landscape and it was a question of time when 

architects started to creating composing landscape. 

Baroque landscape was cultural landscape, but every human intervention in it 

was made with gentleness and understanding for fysis and for ‘language‘ of landscape. 

Architects created lot of churches, chapels or parkways that made landscape intelligible 

for its inhabitants. Baroque soul was very emotional and it loved drama and stories. 

People could experience these stories (above all the stories had religionistic reasons) in 

landscape, for example in pilgrimages or processions.

Wandering through landscape gives us lot of infomations about local history, 

traditions, ancestors and origin of our contemporary culture. I see landscape as a text 

(with reference to Jiří Sádlo); human existence and human need of safety and 

advisability of life could not be satisfied with no experience with our nature 

environment and landscape. The best way, how to keep in touch with sky, ground and 

the space between, is walking through landscape and trying to hear its voice or read its 

stories. For these purposes the baroque landscape architecture is the best teacher.
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